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Wir schaffen Wissen – heute für morgen

Paul Scherrer Institut

Multilinear engine 2 panel
F. Canonaco, J.G. Slowik, A.S.H. Prévôt
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The multilinear engine (Me-2) - Theory
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 PMF evaluates the matrices G and F without any a priori information 

 If the profiles (F) are provided and only the time series are modeled, it is called chemical 
mass balance (CMB)

F. Canonaco, PSI Switzerland
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PMF CMB
Knowledge of components

Paatero 1999, Paatero and Hopke, 2008 

 ME-2 engine is constructed in a way to solve

 PMF, if factor profiles are not constrained

 ME-2, some factors or m/z are constrained, completely or with some 
freedom with the a-value  (Early application example: Lanz et al., 
2008 constraining the traffic factor)

 ME-2, pulling the solution to given source profiles

 CMB, if all factors are constrained

 Combination of data sets (e.g. AMS, PTR-MS) incl. sensitivity

 ability to run one of these models from one interface.

The multilinear engine (Me-2) - Theory
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Explanation of a factor

Each fraction of m/z in the chosen factor, e.g. f44, f45, .. 
is allowed to vary by a factor of a (e.g. 0.1: 10%)
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 Worth to get easy access to the Me-2 algorithm and treatment of the result

F. Canonaco, PSI Switzerland

The multilinear engine (Me-2) - Interface
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Reasons to use new panel

• PMF finds only mixed factors

• PMF does not find a factor that you think should be in there

• PMF factors are good but still not clean .. And you want to check if it 
makes a difference if you constrain one of the factors more closely 
to a given mass mass spectrum 

• You have a new source and a source profile (not found by PMF) that 
you want to explore how much it could contributes (e.g. Bacteria 
(see Robert Wolfs presentation yesterday). 

Sample factor analysis results (ME-2)

HOA

COA

BBOA

OOA
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Typical procedure for a approach of an urban dataset

• Explore data with PMF, look at residuals, do everything 
necessary..

• Fix the primary sources .. Start with HOA and explore solutions 
with 1 to n unfixed factors

• Fix a second source .. In datasets with significant f60 : BBOA 
or cooking.. Explore solutions with 1 to n unfixed factors

• Fix eventually a third primary source .. BBOA, cooking or other 
source Explore solutions with 1 to n unfixed factors

• We usually do not recomment do fix OOA spectra as they are 
usually constrained not only by the precursor source but also 
by the range of age .. which can be different in different 
periods.

Sharing

We are looking for collaborations at the moment to explore the potential of the 
tool. If papers evolve from the work, this should lead to co-authored papers

- ACSM datasets in Europe
- Datasets with specific single particle mass spectra that could not be found 

with PMF
- Good cases where PMF did not work
- Interesting cases (special locations, platforms, new sources expected to be 

present, ..)
- Interesting datasets with AMS and another instrument. 
- In general, very experienced PMF users would be great to have involved in 

the exploration of the panel and collaboration

December 10-14 ACTRIS-EMEP-AMS-Meeting + Introduction to ME-2 panel at 
PSI. Also visits make sense to work on some data sets at PSI.

• We plan to openly share it (probably an improved version) with the whole 
community in around a year (next user meeting)
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Eventual Goal

• Develop a close to push botton solution with a very limited amount 
of freedom for unexperienced users, e.g. authorities running 
ACSMs or ToF-ACSMs  (We know it is dangerous. It would be an 
enhanced version of a Poor mans PMF)


